Adventure
Christmas Poems
Mark Greene

A beautiful collection of poems for the season of Advent. Punctuated with
snippets of historical background and contemporary context, each piece
has been individually interpreted by insightful designs and gorgeous
illustrations. The juxtaposition of the ancient Christmas story against the
contemporary comment uncovers a stark reality, leading to surprise,
sometimes shock and then inevitably on to perplexed wonder and worship.
Perfect as an Advent devotional or spiritual reflections to prepare for
Christmas.
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What Herod Knew
He,
Who had already killed a brother,
A wife, a son and then another,
And then another,
And found a certain peace,
He knew the dread power
Of an idea to wrench
The mind from ordinary ways.
But the travellers,
With a star in their eye
And their tale of a king,
He found quaint,
Sending them south to the predicted place,
And waiting for their disappointed return.
Then long year long he pondered their absence,
Knowing that seekers may make truth of
coincidence.

He knew
A child will grow;
That innocence may turn to threat;
That hope may storm
The empire of the heart;
That the wind may blow
A seed to a hilltop death.
He knew.
And just to make sure
Suffered the little innocents
Spiked on his rebel crown,
And found a certain peace.
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He knew,
And would rather have killed him in the womb.
We, too late for that, and with no taste for blood,
Would simply drown the rumour of an empty tomb.
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ZECHARIAH AND THE ANGEL

Reflection
Both of them (Zechariah and Elizabeth)
were righteous in the sight of God,
observing all the Lord’s commands
and decrees blamelessly. But they were
childless because Elizabeth was not able to
conceive, and they were both very old.

Infertility is an agony for any couple in any
age and easily interpreted as divine disfavour,
as sadly are other misfortunes, adding
spiritual guilt and social shame to anguished
disappointment.

LUKE 1:6-7
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Author
Mark Greene is a greatly loved speaker, teacher and writer, mainly on the
joys, trials and reality of living life as a Christian in a contemporary context,
whether that be in your workplace, watching a film, or out shopping. He is
Executive Director of The London Institute of Contemporary Christianity.
Before that he lectured in Communications and in Contemporary Culture at
the London School of Theology. And before that he spent ten years working
in advertising in London and New York, a fact he is still prepared to admit.
His best books so far include Fruitfulness on the Frontline (IVP), The Best
Idea in the World (Zondervan) and Thank God it’s Monday (Scripture Union).

Readership
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Anyone wishing to prepare spiritually for Christmas
Christians young and old, of any background
Those outside the church wondering on the true meaning of
Christmas and how to celebrate the season
Those who know Mark Greene’s work

Key selling points
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adventure

Perfect Gift book for a Christian or a non-Christian friend leading up
to Christmas
Ideal devotional aid or spiritual guide during the Advent season
Leads to deep reflection on the meaning of Christmas
Beautifully designed and illustrated by David McNeill
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